Tomorrow Night in the Union—All Men From Courses VI and XIV.

The members of the Electrical Engineering Society will hold a reception to the juniors and sophomores of Courses VI and XIV at the Union tomorrow evening at 8 P.M. A number of speakers from the Faculty and Senior classes will be present. The President of the Electrical Engineering Research Department will speak on "The Objects of the Electrical Engineering Research Department," and Professor Jackson will talk on "Relation of the Society to the Institute." The purpose of this reception is to acquaint the members of these two courses with the advantages of membership. Although sophomores are only admitted to associate membership, the advantages are open to them. They enjoy the lectures and are entitled to all the excursions of the society. They are not given a right to vote in their Sophomore year, but must do so upon becoming full members in their Junior year. Many lectures and functions of the society, which otherwise would be closed, and thus the benefits are obvious.

All those attending may be sure of hearty welcome and a probable evening.

C. E. SOCIETY BALLOTS

In yesterday's issue of the Tech the statement was made that the C. E. society and the C. E. society C. E. nominations should be handed in at the Cage for F. Foote, May 2-5, 1914, and the same day at the Union.

COLUMBUS DAY RACES

Yesterday afternoon the followiing names appeared at the Union and took the first practice row: Todd, R. Whittemore, 2; MacRea, 3; Lee, stroke; Futterer, and Stearns. Considering the weather conditions it is a pretty fair showing, but there is room for about three as many. The preliminary tryouts come in about three weeks, the last few days, this is a pretty fair showing, and the chances of winning the races, which will be held next Monday night, are held by the large attendance at the meeting.

The T. C. A. hopes to see a large number of the Freshmen at tomorrow's meeting, at 1.30 in the Union, and the Association hopes that the men of '17 will give the talks their full support.

INSTITUTE COMMITTEE

There will be a meeting of the Institute Committee on Friday afternoon at 4:15 in Rooms R and E. G. All new representatives are required to be present. The following committees, appointed last year, will be prepared to report The Point System Committee, the Bulletin Committee, and Union Committee.

FRESHMAN RELAY
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